
Urban Medical 1581 

Chapter 1581: Broken mirror! 

 

"You miscellaneous dragon!" 

 

"I thought you had the power and blood of a dragon!" 

 

"Unexpectedly, you are even a transformation. Although you have blood power similar to a dragon, it is 

produced by your own flesh and blood, not the power of a true dragon!" The blood dragon is like a 

supernatural dragon god, commenting on the heaven and earth soul. Dragon! 

 

"in this way!" 

 

"You are a second-class blue dragon in the dragon clan!" 

 

"Only under me and the five-clawed golden dragon, Yinglong, the dragon god, and the seven-clawed 

golden dragon!" 

 

"It can be side by side with the four-clawed golden dragon and the three-clawed golden dragon, but 

your acquired product is at best a fourth-class hybrid dragon. Such a humble thing is still good to die, so 

as not to stain the reputation of my dragon!" 

 

As the voice fell! 

 

The blood dragon exploded with its own blood pressure, and without using his hands, he created an 

invisible force that overwhelmed the world to oppress the heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

In the face of absolute blood, even if the strength is invincible, the blood dragon is crushed! 

 

"No no no..." 

 



"The supreme Lord Dragon God, I was wrong, Xiaolong was wrong!" 

 

"Lord Dragon God, please spare Xiaolong his life, I don't know this little bastard--no, this human 

arrogant is a good friend of Lord Dragon God!" 

 

The Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon was pressed against the river surface, but did not fall. Instead, the 

dragon body was continuously compressed and began to have the effect of tempering the flesh. It 

gradually exceeded the limit. The dragon scales of the dragon body continued to shatter and explode, 

and there were even countless blue colors. Dragon blood overflowed! 

 

It never thought that this human kid had a dragon with such a terrifying blood! 

 

The key is that the dragon is aloft, how can he be willing to associate with a human being in the gods? 

 

It really can't figure it out! 

 

If this blood dragon completely awakens the bloodline, let alone the Soul Palace, many families in 

Lingwu Continent will be shrouded in fear! 

 

The only thing it can do now is to beg for mercy! 

 

The Blood Dragon looked condescendingly at the awkward look of the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon. 

There was no temperature in its eyes. Suddenly, it thought of something and said to Ye Chen: "Master, 

although this guy has no blood, it also has great value for use." 

 

Ye Chen nodded, naturally understand! 

 

Dragon! Whether it is in Huaxia or Kunlun Xu, or even the current Lingwu Continent, they are extremely 

noble existences! 

 

If you make good use of it, his strength will definitely increase! 

 



No longer hesitate! 

 

Ye Chen sacrificed several divine king artifacts and condensed into a huge platform. A protective cover 

was raised around it. It seemed to be collecting the blue dragon blood. He couldn't help but smiled and 

said, "Although it is a hybrid dragon, there is dragon blood after all. Dragon body, taking it can also 

improve the physical realm!" 

 

Although the blood dragon looks down upon it! 

 

But Ye Chen needed it, absorbing these cyan dragon blood was enough to forge his body to a whole new 

height! 

 

"Lord Dragon God, please forgive me..." 

 

"Forgive Dragon God..." 

 

"Rao..." 

 

The voice is getting weaker and weaker! 

 

The dragon body of the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon has been compressed to the size of more than 

ten meters, and the dragon body is extremely collapsed and compressed, which directly leads to the 

necrosis of the body of the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon, and only the power of the Soul is left. At this 

level, it can basically be said to be dead! 

 

Although the dragon body can be freely enlarged and reduced, but the dragon body forced down by the 

blood dragon is equivalent to a person who has been forced to compress to a size of ten centimeters 

through a huge force. If you die, you must die! 

 

"What a strong blood!" 

 

"The blood of the Dragon God, no, not the blood of the Dragon God, but the real Dragon God!" 



 

The Gods of Xiaoyao and the Gods of Nine Dances were very surprised, thinking that Ye Chen would 

have to rest for decades no matter what! 

 

It is even possible that oneself and others want to output all their power in advance to shelter Ye Chen 

from leaving! 

 

But I didn't expect it! 

 

Ye Chen, the Tianjiao apprentice, has such a strong back player! 

 

The ancient dragon **** is resurrected, such a powerful existence still follows the disciple! 

 

Think so! 

 

What are the blood spirits! 

 

We can expect a relief from our true body! 

 

"There is actually a part of the fluke in this escape. The blood dragon is not strong enough, but the 

victory lies in the pure blood, and the opponent happens to be a dragon! That's why you can use the 

blood crush. If you change to another strong one, I am afraid this kid is already. Fallen." 

 

"That said, this kid's luck is indeed against the sky!" 

 

"The resurrected dragon **** voluntarily follows!" 

 

"The resurrection of the ancient lion and demon **** of war also voluntarily follows!" Bingjian Immortal 

muttered to himself, not only gratified, but nodded slightly, and said: "I can expect the real body to be 

released, this world of Lingwu continent, soon I have to wait for my true body to return!" 

 



How many years has Ice Sword Immortal Venerable been trapped? 

 

Over ten thousand years! 

 

How many years have the gods of Jiuwu, the gods of annihilation, and the gods of Xiaoyao be trapped? 

 

How many years have the three golden Buddhas been trapped? 

 

Those are all numbers that cannot be seen squarely. 

 

Relatively speaking, the Ice Sword Immortal Venerable than any of the six of them, expects the real body 

to get out of trouble. Although the divine mind body has autonomous consciousness, it is also based on 

the real body. Once the real body is out of trouble, it is the real body. Get free! 

 

before! 

 

Ice Sword Immortal Venerable just felt that Ye Chen might only need a few decades! 

 

I have been waiting for thousands of years, and I don't care about decades! 

 

Gradually, Ye Chen ventured into danger many times, and several times nearly fell, making Bingjian 

Immortal feel that Ye Chen might be severely injured by others, severely injured by the older martial 

artist, and the younger generation of martial artist is definitely not Ye Chen's opponent. It's going to be 

pushed back a hundred years! 

 

but now! 

 

It's different! 

 

The two battle pets with the blood of the ancient demon gods around Ye Chen are getting stronger and 

stronger! 



 

The blood is constantly recovering over time! 

 

No one knows what it will be like if the bloodline of Xiao Huang and the blood dragon is completely 

awakened! 

 

Immeasurable! 

 

The two ancient demon gods were the pinnacles of the Ninth Heaven of the Sealed Gate Realm at that 

time, and they were only a step away from the Taixu realm and the canonized realm. This realm or even 

the legendary realm, and now these two powerful beings have recovered, with Previously, in this life, it 

was bound to be able to quickly reach the Star Aperture Realm of the Titled True God, and even the 

Sealed Door Realm of the Sealed God! 

 

It does not take ten years to reach this state! 

 

In addition, the two beings were mainly Ye Chen, and Ye Chen's promotion speed shocked the Ice Sword 

Immortal Venerable! 

 

Go ahead at this speed! 

 

I am afraid that it will take less than three to five years to get out of trouble! 

 

Compare three to five years with a hundred years! 

 

For Wuzhe  there is almost no concept! 

 

But for Ice Sword Immortal Venerable, that was so important that he was secretly relieved. 

 

From then on, even if Ye Chen encounters danger again, and he waits for the master to do nothing, the 

two resurrected ancient demon gods will help Ye Chen. With Ye Chen’s character, he will inevitably 

come to save himself. He will be out of trouble in the next five years. It's already a solid matter! 



 

Boom! ! 

 

A clear voice emerged! 

 

The Heaven and Earth Mirror was directly exploded by the pressure of the blood dragon! 

 

In fact, when the spirit dragon quality of the original heaven and earth became a real blue dragon, the 

power of the warrior at the peak of the nine-tier heaven of the spirit hall fortune realm had already 

shielded the illuminating ability of the heaven and earth mirror of Lingyun Immortal Venerable! 

Chapter 1582: Dragon blood! breakthrough! 

 

from then on! 

 

Lingyun Xianzun, the ancestor of the soul clan, and Beigong Hongtian have no idea what is in the 

formation! 

 

Now, the blood dragon directly blasted the heaven and earth mirror with coercive pressure, and Lingyun 

Immortal Venerable and others didn't even know what was going on in the formation. They probably 

thought that the heaven and earth soul dragon had used its own heritage to kill Ye Chen! 

 

Click! Click! ! 

 

Click! ! 

 

In the second layer of formation area! 

 

The dragon body of the heaven and earth soul dragon made a sound of collapse, and the blood dragon 

immediately recovered its blood pressure, and the heaven and earth soul dragon, which had been 

curled into a mass of flesh, fell down, and the power of the soul was directly caught by the blood dragon 

and presented it to it. Ye Chen! 

 



Ye Chen took it, no nonsense, just swallowed it! 

 

The power of the soul of the true dragon in the Hedao realm is bound to make one's own strength 

greatly improved! 

 

Shattering! ! ! 

 

Shattering! ! 

 

Brilliant circulation one after another! 

 

The three-handed Harmony artifact flew out of the body of the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon, which 

was the foundation of the dragon body originally. It was taken out by Ye Chen. The value of the dragon 

body has dropped a lot, but there is still a huge outflow! 

 

Three-handed Hedao artifact, one trip and one sword! 

 

Swords and swords are all Five-Rank Hedao artifacts! 

 

The blood-colored cauldron, which looks like a golden cauldron with a dragon pattern, is an artifact of 

the Seven-Rank Combination Dao! 

 

Such three immortal artifacts are much more expensive than Ye Chen's wealth, and they are the most 

effective for Ye Chen! 

 

"Blood Dragon!" 

 

"Masters help me, I will break through the **** king realm and kill it!" 

 

"There are eight gods in the Hedao realm outside and more than a hundred martial artists in the mixed 

yuan realm!" 



 

"I'm afraid it's not that easy to get out, but I like it very much!" Ye Chen gradually fell in love with this 

sense of crisis! 

 

Life and death are in one thought! 

 

But beg for wealth and insurance! 

 

The more dangerous, the greater the chance! 

 

His way of killing is to degenerate step by step between life and death! 

 

Moreover, as long as most of the land of the soul race is destroyed, a large number of weapons and 

corpses can be looted, and the corpses can refine war puppets! 

 

By the time! 

 

Even if you face other schools and try your best to attack, you can stop it! 

 

Even if it can't be stopped, many fairy weapons and battle puppets will explode directly, and they will be 

killed by the explosion! 

 

"it is good!" 

 

"Which Hedao artifact are you going to use to break through?" 

 

Ice Sword Immortal Venerable had the greatest understanding of Ye Chen's breakthrough. Ye Chen is 

ready to attack the Divine King Realm! 

 

Moreover, Ye Chen is different from the general warriors in Lingwu Continent. 



 

Others break through with the corresponding fairy weapon! 

 

But Ye Chen is a fairy weapon that has to cross a great realm, that's enough! 

 

This is also the biggest reason Ye Chen can leapfrog! 

 

At this rate, I am afraid that it only takes two or three years to achieve the He Dao state! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the co-dao immortal artifacts flowing in front of him, finally fell on the golden tripod, 

and said: 

 

"Back when I fell from Dongqian Lake, Master happened to pass by and took me into Kunlun Void. He 

taught me the art of medicine throughout my life, and even entered the sacred school of medicine. 

Master did not dislike me as a waste. I have a destiny for the path of medicine. All weapons are 

respected by the tripod. I will use the dragon-patterned golden tripod this time to break through the 

God King Realm!" 

 

"Seven-Rank Combination Dao artifact, the power in it is enough to make all of my five avenues evolve 

into the kingly path of God!" 

 

"The stronger the King of God, the stronger the power of the laws derived later!" Ye Chen paused for a 

moment, and then said: "However, before this, you need to temper your body first!" 

 

nowadays! 

 

The second-order physical body in the incorporeal phase is not enough! 

 

It is not enough to smelt the Hedao artifact, the strength is not enough, it must be upgraded, otherwise 

it will face the explosion of the body when breaking through! 

 

"it is good!" 



 

"Master, go on!" 

 

The blood dragon condenses the essence of the dragon's blood, the purest dragon blood! 

 

If it is an ordinary dragon blood, it is estimated to be more than ten tons, but after the blood dragon is 

purified, it is only a few dozen drops, which is worthy of two or three space-time soldiers! 

 

Lingwu continent! 

 

In terms of luxury and personal background, at the stage of entering the **** realm and **** king 

realm, I am afraid that only Ye Chen is the strongest! 

 

Has anyone ever seen a breakthrough by a martial artist who has entered the realm of gods, using the 

blood of a real dragon, and using a seven-tier combined Dao artifact? 

 

No! 

 

There hasn't been since ancient times! 

 

No one can bear it! 

 

Secondly, no one has this capital! 

 

but now! 

 

Ye Chen has it! 

 

Created the first time this world has broken! 

 



"Master, I will protect the law for you!" 

 

Xiao Huang naturally noticed the mighty power of the blood dragon in the reincarnation cemetery. He 

was a little unconvinced in his heart, so he naturally wanted to stand up at this time! 

 

In an instant, Xiao Huang's body became huge, like a blood dragon, half of his body invaded the river 

water, Ye Chen, the all-round guardian! 

 

"Apprentice!" 

 

"The teachers will protect you as well!" 

 

Three golden Buddhas come out of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Stand on the periphery of Ye Chen and help Ye Chen protect the law! 

 

After all, the Divine King Realm is an extremely important realm of warriors! 

 

In Lingwu Continent, entering the realm of God is not too important! 

 

Because only when you step into the realm of the king of gods, you can be regarded as stepping into the 

martial arts! 

 

This is also the biggest division between the low Wu world and the Gao Wu world! 

 

At this moment, two revived ancient demon gods and three golden Buddhas personally protect Ye Chen! 

 

Unless all the eight gods in this land of the soul race are here, don't even want to easily break the place 

they guard. As for the three golden Buddhas in the Hunyuan realm, they are also exposed. Ye Chen 

refines those blue dragon blood. The real dragon's blood and the spilled power have greatly increased 

their strength! 



 

The three golden Buddhas of the original Hunyuan realm three-tier heaven! 

 

In less than an hour, he was directly promoted to the peak of the Ninth Level of the Hunyuan Realm! 

 

They were directly restored to their original peak state, and their weapons and artifacts were smelted by 

them, completely transformed into real human flesh, and advanced to the sixth stage of the incorporeal 

phase! 

 

The incorporeal stage is not just the physical realm of the Hunyuan realm warrior! 

 

It also includes Hedao Realm Warriors! 

 

Only the martial artist of the good fortune realm above can temper the physical body of the physical 

stage! 

 

Ye Chen's physical realm is also constantly improving, but the physical progress is extremely slow after 

reaching the incorporeal stage. The essence and blood of the ordinary beasts of the same Dao state has 

a very small effect which is the Qinglonglong of the same Dao state. Blood, the effect is slightly greater! 

 

Worked for an hour in a row! 

 

Ye Chen's physical body reached the fourth stage of the incorporeal stage, which was equivalent to the 

physical body of the eighth layer of the Hunyuan realm! 

 

If it reaches the fifth stage of the incorporeal stage, it is equivalent to the physical body of the peak of 

the ninth level of the Hunyuan stage, and then reaches the sixth stage of the incorporeal stage of the 

three golden Buddhas, which is equivalent to the first and second levels of the heavenly warrior in the 

Hedao stage. Physical level! 

 

"There is still some blood left!" 

 



"Three masters, if you take a part of your physical body, you will almost reach your limit!" 

 

Ye Chen immediately took out the three-handed Hedao artifact, which were the three-rank Hedao 

artifact Zijin Pestle left by the Golden Buddha Tantric Buddhism, and this time he got a sword and a 

sword, and two fifth-rank Hedao artifacts, which were handed to the three golden Buddhas. He said: 

"Three masters, break through!" 

 

"With your background, the power of God's kingly way, and the laws of space, it's all completed!" 

 

"Now that you break through, you are very likely to reach the second and third layers of the Hedao 

Realm directly!" 

Chapter 1583: There is an earthquake outside! 

 

Medicine Buddha, Golden Light Buddha, Sunlight Buddha! 

 

When the three golden Buddhas, weapons and flesh bodies were completely transformed into human 

flesh, their gods and laws of space appeared, because the previous life had already cultivated to 

Consummation, and it took less than half an hour to restore to the previous life. level! 

 

It's already possible to break through! 

 

The three golden buddhas will be the three gods and buddhas once they break through, and they will be 

out of the land of the soul race! 

 

Ye Chen will be more confident! 

 

"This……" 

 

"This one……" 

 

"it is good!" 



 

Pharmacist Buddha nodded directly. In contrast, Moonlight Buddha and Sunlight Buddha were a bit 

embarrassed! 

 

After all, I and others are masters, and I didn't expect to have to use my apprentice's weapon to break 

through, and I really couldn't help it! 

 

The Medicine Master Buddha took the Hedao artifact, but said cautiously: "Apprentice, you gave us the 

Hedao artifact today, and the realm of the teachers will be greatly improved in the future. You will 

definitely return the Hedao artifact to you, and you will definitely return your seventh rank. For the 

above artifacts, thank you for what you did today!" 

 

"Correct!" 

 

"After our strength increases, we will definitely return you!" 

 

Sunlight Buddha and Moonlight Buddha also nodded, and after receiving the Hedao artifact, they both 

started to break through! 

 

In a short while, divine light appeared on the heads of the three golden Buddhas, and they were fusing 

together with the magical artifacts! 

 

Looking at this picture, Ye Chen also took out the Seventh-Rank Hedao artifact and began to break 

through! 

 

He ran the exercises, and countless Buddhist texts surged around him! 

 

The Five Avenues are gradually floating out! 

 

Above the sky above the soul race, a dark cloud is pressing the city! 

 



In the next second, the God of Rolling Thunder was constantly surging in the dark clouds, like an angry 

lion, roaring at any time! 

 

Four people break through! 

 

With great momentum, Xiao Huang and Xuelong discovered that the situation was changing, and they 

also sighed that Ye Chen's strength was getting stronger and stronger! 

 

They are considered to have followed Ye Chen when he was the weakest! 

 

He knows Ye Chen's hard way. 

 

At any moment, it is possible to fall into death! 

 

But Ye Chen still walked down. 

 

Xiao Huang glanced at the blood dragon and murmured: "The stronger the master, this is a happy thing, 

but for some reason, I can't be happy." 

 

"The stronger he is, the sooner he will meet those guys. The secret of our blood will not last long. After 

all, they will be discovered by those people." 

 

Hearing these words, the blood dragon was slightly startled, staring at Xiao Huang, and said in 

amazement: "Do you feel this way too?" 

 

Xiao Huang nodded, with a touch of complexity in his eyes: "Our blood is resuscitated, and some 

memories will appear. Recently, fragmentary memories have allowed me to capture some things. I am 

afraid that it will not be long before the owner will be in danger. This is dangerous. Different from what 

he faced before." 

 

"That is a real disaster." 

 



"I hope this day will come later. I am afraid that the master... will fall on this land. I am really afraid." 

 

The blood dragon glanced at Ye Chen, who was breaking through, and said, "Don't be so pessimistic, 

take one step at a time. Doesn't the master bring us surprises every time?" 

 

"If that day does come early, I will protect my master at all costs, even if I burn my blood and essence!" 

 

"I live for my master! I live for my master! The master's way is my way!" 

 

Upon hearing these words, Xiao Huang's eyes became extremely firm! 

 

"Well, as you said, if that day really comes! I will also fight to the last minute, not to let those guys move 

the master's hair!" 

 

At this moment, both the blood dragon and Xiao Huang broke out with extremely strong killing intent. 

 

The cold eyes even caused all the surrounding temperature to drop to the bottom suddenly. 

 

But Ye Chen was focusing on breaking through, so naturally he didn't notice it. 

 

This is the secret belonging to the blood dragon and Xiao Huang. 

 

Neither of them chose to tell Ye Chen. 

 

Because this matter was too big, Ye Chen had to face too many things now, if Ye Chen knew it, it would 

definitely affect Dao Xin. 

 

Concealment is the best result. 

 



In the reincarnation cemetery, the nine dance gods and the other three naturally did not notice the 

conversation between Xiao Huang and the blood dragon. They looked at Ye Chen's behavior before the 

breakthrough, and couldn't help nodding, and they agreed with Ye Chen! 

 

Such a arrogant! 

 

Be willing to have something! 

 

It's our disciple! 

 

The incomparably precious He Dao artifact, just give it away, just to improve everyone's strength, such a 

move, such a behavior, worthy of contemporary Tianjiao, worthy of my Kunlun Void Lord, Ye Chen 

deserves this title! 

 

"With such a hero, lead me to Kunlun Xu!" 

 

"My Kunlun Xu is about to flourish!" 

 

Zhu Mie Shenjun sighed with emotion, it was him, he really couldn't do the act of giving away Hedao 

artifacts for free! 

 

This can be regarded as the difference! 

 

With the Hedao artifact, he would rather smelt a few more by himself, even if it didn't work, he would 

let the three golden Buddhas sign a contract to help him, but Ye Chen didn't mention that this courage 

was enough to shock him and make him agree! 

 

"It is precisely because of this hero!" 

 

"The Blood Spirit Race will spare no effort to get rid of him!" 

 



Xiaoyao Shenjun opened the feather fan, smiled, and said slowly: "According to the current situation of 

this kid, it won’t take long for me to get out of trouble! Senior Ice Sword, don’t have to worry too much. 

The character of the tomb owner, we all After seeing it, what he promised will definitely not be 

rejected!" 

 

"The original technique that I waited for can also be passed on to this guy!" 

 

"This was originally my duty. I believe the old guys like Xue Qiye, Nie Baijian, and Chen Anping think so 

too!" 

 

The origin exercise! 

 

It's the skill of one's own housekeeping, and the most invisible technique for outsiders! 

 

Even if it is a practice that disciples or even their own sons and daughters don’t necessarily pass on! 

 

But those old guys passed it! 

 

And it was passed on to Ye Chen willingly! 

 

Nie Baijian's "Sword Seal of the Universe"! 

 

Chen Anping's "All Things Forged Decision"! 

 

Wang Qiantian's "Wandan Refining Decision"! 

 

"Seven Nights Sword" by Blood Seven Nights! 

 

... 

 



There are a lot more! 

 

Many old friends, even the sect masters and heads of the Kunlun Void God Realm, Hunyuan Realm, and 

so on, have passed on their housekeeping skills to Ye Chen! 

 

Why? 

 

Because Ye Chen is worthy of trust! 

 

It is worth their investment, they also believe that they will do their best to help Ye Chen, and Ye Chen 

will definitely do his best to help them! 

 

Heart for heart! 

 

A true master-student friend! 

 

"it is good!" 

 

"I'm afraid that Ye Chen won't learn my original technique!" Jiuwu Shenjun smiled lightly Her original 

technique is not the sword technique, etc., but a dance, named It is the Nine Heaven Dance, which has 

the ability to move the power of heaven and earth, and the law of all things, but it needs to dance, 

dance, kill with the power of heaven and earth, dance, kill countless enemies, dance down, and the 

enemy has already been killed! 

 

Of course, this original technique is not necessarily unsuitable for men! 

 

But learn to dance! Ye Chen may not necessarily agree! 

 

It is even hard to imagine how Ye Chen was hitting and dancing suddenly to kill the enemy! 

 



Thinking of this, the **** of Xiaoyao and the **** of slaying not only laughed, but the two of them, one 

comprehending the power of the law of death, and the other comprehending the law of destruction, are 

absolute arrogances, but they can pass their origin and insights to Ye Chen and make them quickly 

Master two laws! 

 

"I'm afraid, when this kid breaks through to the Divine King Realm, there will be another earthquake 

outside! Haha!" 

Chapter 1584: God is king! Open for Lao Tzu! 

 

While everyone is talking! 

 

Ye Chen has already smelted most of the Hedao artifact! 

 

A golden ding phantom was suspended above his head. 

 

The phantom shone with bursts of brilliance attached to Ye Chen's body. 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen opened his eyes! 

 

Eyes are like stars in the night! There was a violent shaking in the entire space! 

 

Countless thunder and lightning landed directly above! 

 

Thousands of thunder and lightning hit Ye Chen's body without warning. 

 

There was no change in Ye Chen's face, so he continued to run the technique! 

 

The whole body's devilish energy, Buddhist path, and spiritual power are like a long river surging. 

 

In the next second, the way of killing floats out, and the cold killing intent runs through the audience! 



 

A **** shadow gradually condensed on the way of killing! 

 

Scarlet Shadow holds a sword in his hand, as if a sword is a killing field! 

 

Subsequently, the Avenue of the Immortal also floated out! 

 

Rushing straight into the sky like a sharp sword! As if to break the space in front of you! 

 

Numerous spatial cracks suddenly formed, spreading like a spider web! 

 

What is immortality, everything is withered, and the Tao is immortal! 

 

Immediately afterwards, the Avenue of Silence appeared! 

 

All the vitality around was deprived mercilessly, Ye Chen's radius of kilometer seemed to be a dead 

place. 

 

There is no life, and the silence is extreme. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen seemed to be the only one left in the whole world! 

 

At this moment, countless Buddhist scriptures poured out of Ye Chen's body. 

 

Light up the whole world! 

 

Above the beam of light, a **** and Buddha phantom is invincible! 

 

If I become a Buddha, there is no demon in the world! If I become a demon, how can I be Buddha! 



 

The cold voice resounded! 

 

Finally, the Fifth Avenue floated out! 

 

Way of destruction! 

 

The way of destruction is certainly Ye Chen's weakest way and the way to awaken the latest! 

 

Can't take it lightly! 

 

In the way of destruction, except for the circular area under Ye Chen, everything around him collapsed! 

 

Visible! 

 

In an instant, the five ways are one! 

 

All the power was absorbed by Ye Chen! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen felt that his body was surging like a flood, and the dam of Dantian couldn't stop 

the monstrous flood! 

 

"Divine King Realm, break it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen's body was red, and he roared even more! 

 

The figure shook the sky, and the ripples moved away! 

 

The sky above the soul clan's head is like a beast roaring ferociously! 



 

Ye Chen felt like his body was about to burst! 

 

He seemed to see cracks! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen was swallowed by thunder and lightning, with five body-defying existences. 

 

"God is king! Open to Lao Tzu!" 

 

Ye Chen roared. 

 

Next second. 

 

The Immortal Dao evolved into the Immortal King Dao, and Ye Chen advanced to the first level of the 

God King Realm! 

 

The Slaughter Avenue evolved into the Slaughter God King Road, and Ye Chen advanced to the second 

floor of the God King Realm! 

 

An avenue! 

 

Ye Chen can advance to a small realm! 

 

Evolving into the power of five great avenues, how hard it is, like the pain of rebirth, but Ye Chen still 

clenched his teeth! 

 

Chessboard top. 

 

The two old men stopped playing chess long ago. 

 



Just because the picture above my head suddenly collapsed. 

 

Can no longer check the situation of Ye Chen in the formation. 

 

The old man of Xianfeng Dao Bone did not believe in evil, and wanted to take out the Dao Pan, but 

found that the Dao Pan had been broken while investigating Ye Chen's fate. 

 

Another old man took a drink and smiled mysteriously: "Old guy, I'm afraid I won this game of chess." 

 

"Although we don't know the situation inside, the result is already obvious." 

 

"The formation of the spirit race can't hold this kid at all, hehe, are you going to give the Dao Mirror that 

day to the old man?" 

 

The old man of Xianfeng Daogu coldly snorted: "The picture is broken, does not mean that the kid won! 

Why did the old man give you the heavenly mirror!" 

 

Obviously, the old man is ready to shame. 

 

After all, the mirror of heaven is too precious. 

 

With their existence at this level, anything casually is the rarest treasure in Lingwu Continent! 

 

What's more, there is a ray of remnant thoughts of heaven sealed in the mirror of heaven! 

 

Value cannot be measured! 

 

The other old man snorted coldly, drank the wine in the gourd, and then hung the jug around his waist, 

stretched out his hand, and pointed in one direction: "Although we can't check everything in the soul 

clan secret realm, but seeing is believing , Look at that Thunder Cloud Heaven Tribulation." 



 

"The color of the five lights, the scenery of auspiciousness, this must be the picture of the five paths 

entering the realm of the gods!" 

 

"Under the whole world, whoever dares to have five avenues when entering the gods! Who can provoke 

such a vision! Only Ye Chen!" 

 

As soon as these words came out, the old man of Xian Feng Dao Bone glanced at the distant picture, his 

expression no longer calm. 

 

After a long time, he took out a glorious and flowing mirror from his cuff and threw it out: "Old things, 

let you keep them first!" 

 

"But this game is not over yet. Ye Chen is strong, but he can't make it to the end after all. His character is 

too stubborn. This kind of person will either become the Emperor of Heaven or die prematurely." 

 

The old man with the hip flask grabbed his five fingers and carefully put away the heavenly mirror, and 

then a smile appeared at the corner of his mouth: "Hey, you can't even touch his fate, and dare you to 

mention the future?" 

 

"Forget it, I won't play chess with you, I'm going to see that kid." 

 

In the next second, the old man stepped out of the hip flask, and then tossed the hip flask around his 

waist, it suddenly became bigger! 

 

The old man stepped on the hip flask with his hands behind him! 

 

Disappeared in the world in an instant! 

 

... 

 

At the same time, another mysterious place! 



 

Soul Palace! 

 

The elder of the nine-layer heaven of the good fortune realm sensed the power of the blood dragon, 

and even the changes of the heaven and earth soul dragon he nurtured, and his expression changed 

drastically. 

 

The Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon was damaged, and he naturally received a strong backlash. 

 

"puff!" 

 

The elder of the soul hall spouted a mouthful of blood. The blood stained the ground, actually corroding 

the ground into a pothole! 

 

Then his breath began to weaken extremely, leaving only about one-third of his heyday! 

 

original! 

 

The soul dragon was suppressed, and he lost one-fifteenth of his soul power, which was still within an 

acceptable range! 

 

But now, because the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon was killed by Ye Chen, he was hit hard in an 

instant, even his physical body was dimmed, and at most only the strength of the fifth or sixth layer of 

the good fortune realm was left. 

 

"Something happened to the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon!" 

 

"The Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon Formation was actually destroyed!" 

 

"Which one, **** bastard!" 

 



"Who dares to destroy the foundation of my soul sky! Who is it!" 

 

An icy roar resounded throughout the roomhuntian wiped the blood from the corners of his lips, he 

couldn't help but wave his hands to explore the situation with the law of time and space. 

 

He is the elder at the peak level of the Soul Palace Immortal Venerable who has deployed the power of 

the souls in various soul races and deployed his own power in the Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon 

Array! 

 

"Damn it, it's the one in the Western Regions!" 

 

"The elder's soul power, ten thousand years soul dragon grass is gone!" 

 

His eyes were about to split, and he continued to investigate the situation, his expression changed 

drastically again, "The only breath of the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon has disappeared!" 

 

Damn it! 

 

Damn beast! 

 

Actually killed this elder's Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon! 

 

"Why can't I view the pictures inside?" 

Chapter 1585: Something big! 

 

"Is there any power to stop?" Elder Soul Sky snorted and said to himself: "This elder has to take a good 

look at you and see how you killed it. After confirming your identity, this elder will not torture you for 

thousands of years. For thousands of years, I can't stand my heaven and earth soul dragon!" 

 

With his cultivation at the peak of the Ninth Heaven of Good Fortune Realm! 

 



If you don't have a magical tool, you don't need to distract yourself from the power of the soul to sit 

around! 

 

I thought that the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon had absorbed the power that he had left him, and 

could transform into a true dragon. When his combat power was enhanced, he might be able to obtain a 

divine weapon, but he did not expect that this hope was shattered and the way to promotion There is 

no hope! 

 

I am afraid that the position in the soul hall has stopped! 

 

There are many powerful existences in the Soul Palace, but he is not included. Even if he is the Ninth 

Heaven of Good Fortune Realm, he is only an Inner Sect elder, ranking fifth, and the four Inner Sect 

elders above him are all Conferred Gods. The existence of Star Aperture Realm, and the eight great 

elders, all of them are terrifying existences of Star Aperture Realm and above! 

 

Lingwu continent! 

 

Among the top sects, I am afraid that the Soul Palace can be at the forefront! 

 

Compared with the Lingxian Emperor's Palace but a Conferred God Palace Master, Ten Thousand Sword 

Emperor's Palace is only five sword gods, even if they add up, they are not the opponent of the Soul 

Palace! But the Soul Palace has to face many sects, including several high-class sects, families, and some 

middle-level families! 

 

Even, sometimes faced with the suppression of two top families! 

 

The Soul Palace is powerful! 

 

But there are also a number of the strong, and there are also a number of artifacts in the temple, and 

they will give great credit to the elders of the nine-tier heaven! 

 

Huntian originally thought that he would disperse the power of the soul to guard the sub-rudder of the 

various soul races. Once it succeeded, the credit would be a lot, but he did not expect this problem 



today! Don't count on the artifacts rewarded in the temple, increase your combat power and seek 

artifacts yourself, let alone don't even think about it! 

 

Two ways! 

 

All disappeared with the dying of his spirit power and the destruction of the heaven and earth soul 

dragon! 

 

Shattering! ! 

 

Wow! ! 

 

The mirror composed of the laws of time and space was completely shattered. 

 

Obviously, he went further and found no results. 

 

"It seems that things about the Western Region Soul Race are not that simple." 

 

"However, this kind of magic cannot be checked, it doesn't mean I can't help it!" 

 

"This is the Soul Race, I set up all the formations there!" 

 

"Maybe all the spells in Lingwu Continent cannot be surveyed, but I still have a second hand!" 

 

When the words fell, the elder of the Soul Palace pinched a finger to force a drop of blood. 

 

His face was pale. 

 

Then, a glass ball floated out of his palm. 



 

The blood hits the glass ball, and the center of the glass ball instantly flows with ancient lines! 

 

In the next second, the glass ball is moving! 

 

The scene in the formation is constantly emerging! 

 

It's just a little fuzzy! 

 

There is even the process of the blood dragon appearing, suppressing the heaven and earth soul dragon 

with the power of blood! 

 

Now, when he saw the blood dragon and the young man fighting the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon, his 

complexion gradually turned pale! 

 

At this moment! 

 

Hope is not important anymore! 

 

The important thing is the blood dragon! 

 

That legend has really come true, and it has already appeared in front of you! 

 

boom! ! 

 

The Elder Soul and Sky slapped the ground violently and shook the ground violently, like an earthquake, 

"Blood dragon actually clings to a humble human!" 

 

"This young man!" 

 



"Being attached to by the blood dragon, and this blood dragon is not a descendant of the ancient blood 

dragon god, let alone reincarnation!" 

 

"It's recovery!" 

 

recovery! 

 

It means that the ancient blood dragon **** did not die! 

 

In other words, even if the ancestors and many other powerful existences of human titled true gods 

fought in the same way and died in the end, they did not completely kill the ancient blood dragon god, 

and escaped by the power of the soul! 

 

After hundreds of thousands of years ago, it has recovered again! 

 

The overall level of the warriors in Lingwu Continent is much higher than that of Kunlun, and the power 

and soul power they master is also much stronger than that of Kunlun Xuwu! Therefore, when the 

warrior arrives at the Hedao Realm, or even the Good Fortune Realm, as long as a trace of the power of 

the soul is not obliterated by the enemy during the war, or escapes, he can find the opportunity to come 

back again! 

 

It's just a warrior in the realm of harmony and good fortune! 

 

The vast majority of the power of the soul that escapes will become the remnant soul, which will be 

forcibly absorbed by the soul race altar, as the target of the young people of various factions! 

 

Only the warriors of the Conferred God-level Star Aperture Realm can have a piece of the power of their 

souls merge into the world, slowly and secretly accumulate power, and then slowly reborn, and then 

regain the power of the year! 

 

"Elder!" 

 



"Elder, what's the matter?" 

 

"Is the Holy Dragon family attacking our sub-rudder again?" 

 

The three guardians of Hedao Realm stepped forward and asked. 

 

They are no longer the protectors from the last time, they are the gods of the He Dao realm transferred 

from other partial halls, and at this moment they are looking blankly at the five elders spraying blood! 

 

"roll!" 

 

"What is the Holy Dragon Family!" 

 

"Revived, revived!" Huntian was a little incoherent, slapped a Hedao Realm protector with a slap, and 

immediately his eyes were red, and he calmed down forcibly, grabbed the other two protectors, and 

said carefully: "Now, contact the big ladies immediately. Senior elder, no, contact the Lord directly!" 

 

"Let him withdraw from the Demon Realm!" 

 

"This elder needs to tell him about the life and death of the Soul Palace!" 

 

He was hit hard now, and he no longer had the power to contact the Hallmaster of the Soul Palace in the 

Demon Realm! 

 

"This……" 

 

"Fifth elders, once things are not really important..." 

 

"The lord might have killed us..." one of the Hedao realm guardians said slowly: "The Holy Dragon family 

and the Shenlong family, the main forces are facing each other in the demon domain, or the ancient 



demon gods, the hall master and the The other predecessors are all recruited personnel. Once our 

affairs go wrong, the hall master rashly returns—" 

 

The voice is down! 

 

With a slap, Soul Tian slapped the head of the guardian of the Hedao Realm. 

 

Soon the next moment  was flew out, the ‘remnant’ derives a force of its own, and the head is restored, 

but the breath is extremely weak! 

 

This is the special ability of the strong soul hall. 

 

Even if the head is smashed, a martial artist in the realm of harmony is not really dead! 

 

The body is shattered, so long as the power of the soul is still there, and a large amount of the power of 

the soul is retained, you can live! 

 

Elder Huntian was furious, unwilling to listen to him being verbose, and directly exploded his head, 

causing him to suffer severe damage! 

 

After the He Dao stage barely recovered, he didn't dare to speak any more, and stood honestly! 

 

The other guardian was even more cold, staring at Elder Soul Sky tremblingly, not daring to speak, for 

fear that he would get a headshot in the next moment, that would have been severely injured, and he 

would not be able to recover for a hundred years! 

 

Elder Hun Tian looked at them, took a deep breath, his emotions stabilized for a while, and immediately 

said: "You can control the Universe Heaven and Earth Apparatus in the Partial Hall, output your power, 

and cooperate with some treasures left in the Hall. The Lord's!" 

Chapter 1586: 3 divine lights skyrocketing 

 

Actually! 



 

It's not that he really can't contact the Hallmaster of the Soul Palace! 

 

It’s just that the abilities that need to be used for contact are too huge, because it will run through 

thousands of miles of space. If he uses it once in his heyday, it will only hurt his vitality. If he uses it now, 

it is estimated that he will only have a tenth of the remaining power. , Which is equivalent to the combat 

power of the second and third layers of the good fortune realm. At that time, any warrior in the middle 

of good fortune realm may kill him! 

 

and so! 

 

He asked the dozens of Hedao realm guardians in the soul hall left behind to jointly launch the Universe 

Heaven and Earth Instrument and contact the soul hall master! 

 

Although this is the headquarters of the Soul Palace, the major elders are not there. Some of the elders 

went to the Phoenix family in the Eastern Region, and most of the remaining elders were recruited by 

the two top families to deal with the existence in the Demon Realm. There are really not many elders 

left. ! 

 

Otherwise, it will be there! 

 

A Conferred God Warrior broke through the void and directly killed Ye Chen of the Soul Race! 

 

"Inform the Lord!" 

 

"The ancient blood dragon rumors have been confirmed by this elder to be true!" 

 

Soul Heaven slowly narrated: "The ancient blood dragon **** did not fall, but fell into a deep sleep, and 

has now awakened, initially possessing the combat power between the He Dao realm and the good 

fortune realm, attached to a young warrior, that young man The warrior is now in the seventh rudder of 

the Western Region My Soul Hall!" 

 

"I will send the elder of the seventh rudder to keep that kid with all my strength!" 



 

"Later, I will send the guardian of the gods who can still play in the main hall to kill!" 

 

"This person enters the Ninth Level of the Divine Realm or the initial cultivation base of the Divine King 

Realm. It is very weird. I can't guarantee that I can keep him, but I will do my best to make a move. 

Please come back quickly and solve this person!" 

 

It is worthy of being the pinnacle of the nine-tiered heaven of good fortune! 

 

Seeing the young martial artist and the blood dragon erupting absolute combat power, after killing the 

heaven and earth soul dragon, they only said that they could not guarantee that they would stay, but 

they would do their best and would neither bear the responsibility nor be blamed by the palace lord! 

 

"Yes, elder!" 

 

"I'll send a message right away!" 

 

The two law protectors hurried out! 

 

Huntian stared at the stars in the sky, thoughtfully, and finally whispered: "Hall Master, I should be back 

soon after receiving this news! This is too evil!" 

 

He couldn't help thinking: The deity felt the aura of the ancient blood dragon **** before! 

 

I thought that the ancient blood demon dragon **** took refuge in the good fortune realm, or the 

martial arts realm in the Beigong family area! 

 

It was never expected! 

 

It relied on as a little boy who had fallen into the nine levels of heaven! 

 



"The seventh rudder!" 

 

"Eight in the Hedao Realm, plus the seventeenth elder, now there should be a cultivation base of the 

second layer of the good fortune realm!" 

 

"This level of cultivation can take a long time even if it goes to war with the local Beigong family. Why, I 

don't feel a little trapped by that kid?" Soul Tian was a little nervous, and immediately took out the 

token and began to contact the seventh. The elder of the soul clan of sub-rudder! 

 

Disdain at all costs! 

 

Stop that person! 

 

If you can, trap each other! 

 

The adherent of the ancient blood dragon **** will never be easy! 

 

Moreover, after the blood demon dragon **** recovers, even if he has not recovered his peak combat 

power, he will definitely have a back-up! 

 

Let Seventeen Elders stop first! 

 

If you can't stop it! 

 

This elder thinks of a way to shoot! 

 

Now, Elder Huntian feels that he has overestimated Ye Chen and didn't do it himself. He decided to let 

the seventeen elders in the same place take action, and he would not take action. Unless the seventeen 

elders were defeated, he would take action again! 

 

He is now extremely injured! 



 

How dare to be arrogant, there is more than one school that hates the Soul Palace! 

 

If you are good at it, even if you kill Ye Chen, if you get a chance by other high-class schools, you will fall! 

 

... 

 

Ten thousand years soul dragon formation! 

 

The three gods soar to the sky! 

 

The three golden Buddhas are sitting cross-legged in the air, and a lotus stand gradually emerges under 

them, which is extraordinarily sacred! 

 

In the next moment, the power of the law of time surging out, causing the earth and the earth to shake, 

the void to tremble, and the extremely tyrannical aura vented out, as if the ancient power was born. 

Become three gods and Buddhas! 

 

Golden Buddha! 

 

God Buddha! 

 

The difference between the two is a thousand miles away! 

 

The former means mastering the law of space, and the latter means mastering the law of time. The 

power of the latter can change the flow of time of the enemy. Your own flow of time already has some 

power of annihilation, and you can use the law of time to pass the life of the enemy! 

 

"Hahaha!" 

 



"Thank you, disciple, for being in harmony with the teachers, I will definitely help you kill all the souls!" 

 

The Moonlight Buddha burst into laughter, and the golden light shines behind his hands together, and a 

Buddhist god's kingly way extends. There is a time Arhat and a Space Arhat on the left and right sides, 

which are manifested by the power of two laws! 

 

At this moment, he not only broke the realm to reach the Hedao Realm, but also directly Hedao Realm 

three-tier heaven! 

 

What he used was the three-rank amalgamation artifact left by the Golden Buddha Tantric presiding, 

and its foundation was originally deep, so it would break through three realms in succession! 

 

"My Buddha is merciful!" 

 

"But the Buddha once said that it is me who waits for glory to eliminate demons and defend the way!" 

 

"The soul race is a demon, we should get rid of it!" The Sunlight Buddha puts his hands together, and 

also gets the fruit of the Taoist God and Buddha, which is already the fourth layer of the Hedao realm! 

 

"Apprentice!" 

 

"Now there is no fear, what kind of soul race is, for the teacher to kill the demon of the Harmony Realm, 

and return your favor today!" 

 

The golden light and the kingly path of God behind the Medicine Buddha are even more magnificent. He 

himself has reached the pinnacle of the fourth level of the Hedao realm, and is only one step away from 

the fifth level. Both he and the Moonlight Buddha have used the fifth stage of the Hedao artifact to 

break through, and its artifact itself The background is powerful, combined with them, nature is far 

beyond ordinary warriors when they break through. 

 

Originally, their power of the soul was extremely fragile, not even as good as the power of the soul of a 

warrior in the kingdom of the gods, but with the nourishment of the reincarnation cemetery for 



thousands of years, the power of the soul has been as strong as ten times, and the natural heritage is 

deep! 

 

In fact, including those strong people who were originally Kunlun Xu! 

 

Lin Qingxuan, Xue Qiye and others The power of the soul is also nourished by the reincarnation 

cemetery, otherwise their power has helped Ye Chen many times! However, the power is always 

limited, and this part of the power of the soul has to be dissipated after exhausting it. As for the real 

body of the main body, it is not necessarily! 

 

"Broken!" 

 

"God is king!" 

 

"build!" 

 

Ye Chen also yelled loudly and rose into the air. The five gods behind them are like five heavenly rivers 

traversing the sky, extremely majestic and majestic. The released power quickly evaporates the Heishui 

Xuanhe below, in less than ten seconds. The river has dropped ten meters out of thin air! 

 

The killing **** is kingly way, the world is the master of killing, the blood is not drained, and the killing 

will not stop! 

 

Destroying the God’s King Way originates from the strongest attacking power in the world. Once it is 

sacrificed, unless you want to restrain the power, or the same destructive power, no one can stop it, 

even the martial artist in the same way! 

 

If the power of the gods is immortal, the gods are immortal, so there is no danger of breaking the way! 

Chapter 1587: Live to meet people! To die to see the corpse! 

 

Annihilate the kingly way of God, annihilate all power in the world, and annihilate all lifespan! 

 



The king of God, the martial artist of the world, the monster of the world, as long as it is a living 

creature, it can be transformed by it and used by Ye Chen! 

 

When the Buddhism Avenue evolved into the God’s King’s Road, it completely evolved into the God’s 

King’s Road. From then on, Ye Chen could directly use the power of the God’s King Tao to conquer it 

without consuming the power of the God’s Soul, and completely subdued it. , It is no longer the 

situation of convincing and convincing like Qiankun Jian Yin! 

 

At the same time, Ye Chen was promoted to the third level of the God King Realm, and his physical body 

was promoted to the sixth level of the incorporeal stage! 

 

Actually! 

 

Ye Chen contained a seven-rank combined Dao artifact, and logically speaking, it could not be the third-

tier heaven of the Divine King Realm! 

 

At least it is the nine-tier heaven of the Divine King Realm, but the five divine kingdoms are parallel and 

consume a lot of power, so that he stays in the third layer of heaven, and some special powers of the 

Dao, the power of the law of time, Ye Chen can't consume it now! 

 

After a certain period of time, the enlightenment of God's King Way went up and realized the power of 

the law! 

 

The realm will naturally rise accordingly! 

 

"God King Realm!" 

 

"God King Way!" Ye Chen felt the current power, and the corners of his lips couldn't help but draw a 

smile. Now his power is ten times stronger than before. Even if he faces the eight soul clan gods again, 

he still has some resistance to capital. Up! 

 



He accepted the five godly king ways, and felt himself a little bit, "The current situation is somewhat 

similar to that of entering the gods! Smelted too strong weapons, and accumulated a lot of power in the 

body, as long as it is completely digested, then, the original state All can be expected!" 

 

Immediately, Ye Chen clasped his fists toward the three gods and Buddhas, "Congratulations to the 

three masters!" 

 

"My Golden Buddha Tantric Buddhism will soon be rebuilt!" 

 

"It won't take long. I will send a famous Continent, and the guys in the Demon Realm will also tremble!" 

 

"Farewell to the Sect Master!" The three gods and Buddhas joined hands at the same time and bowed to 

Ye Chen. Although Ye Chen is their disciple, Ye Chen is the Sect Master of the Golden Buddha Tantric 

Sect. The fact that the sect is famous in the mainland depends on the Sect Master. Just work! 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, and said: "Three masters, go to the reincarnation cemetery!" 

 

He came to the reincarnation cemetery, held his fist towards the other masters, and said cautiously: 

"Masters, please don't worry, when the disciples have powerful combat power, they will definitely be 

rescued!" 

 

"it is good!" 

 

The Ice Sword Immortal Venerable and the three great gods responded one after another, and they 

were extremely happy in their hearts! 

 

The three golden Buddhas broke the border and became the three gods and Buddhas, all relying on Ye 

Chen! 

 

Ye Chen promised us that, then, their true bodies will surely be able to relieve their difficulties! 

 



Ye Chen knew that the situation was urgent, so he started to walk outside the Ten Thousand Years Soul 

Dragon Formation. With his current realm, some special environmental damage caused by magma and 

storms is no longer a problem! 

 

... 

 

At the seventh rudder, the three martial artists of the good fortune realm in the attic are all puzzled, 

sometimes looking at the Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon Formation, but due to the particularity of the 

formation, there is no way to see the situation inside. The heaven and earth mirror was also shattered, 

making everyone even more surprised. 

 

"The heaven and earth mirror is broken!" 

 

"Ye Chen, this humble boy, **** it!" 

 

Lingyun Immortal Venerable was a little bit lost. He thought that this kid could come out alive, but he 

was so arrogant that he destroyed the dragon nest where the soul race planted Ten Thousand Years 

Soul Dragon Grass, so that the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon went crazy and even the Heaven and Earth 

Mirror was broken. Under the circumstances, can Ye Chenyan survive? 

 

Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon! 

 

Originally it was just a formation spirit, but it also had the combat power of the seventh or eighth layer 

of the Hedao Realm! 

 

Ye Chen dared to attack the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon forcibly, and led him out! 

 

Behave like this! 

 

Such an act! 

 

Simply bold! 



 

It's almost the same as death! 

 

But he did it! 

 

However, he destroyed the dragon nest of the soul race that planted Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon 

Grass, so that he was discovered by the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon. Even if he was discovered, he 

would severely wound the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon and force the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon 

to burst into the Soul Palace. The strength left by the elders! 

 

If you change to an ordinary time! 

 

Changing to a disciple of her Lingxian Imperial Palace, she would praise her for such a behavior, and felt 

that the other party was courageous and had the opportunity to become a real strong! 

 

But the person who made it was Ye Chen, that was different. 

 

Lingyun Immortal Venerable is a rare talent, but only a genius she can control! 

 

If it is uncontrollable, she will kill it in the cradle. 

 

"Soul Race, Dragon Nest..." 

 

"Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon..." 

 

Beigong Hongtian was stunned and sat in a chair with a sad face! 

 

It's over! 

 

Ye Chen is dead! 



 

The Patriarch finally decided to invest in him and even prepared to help him, but he was killed by the 

Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon! 

 

Thinking of such a scene, he couldn't even shout in his heart: Ye Chen, you arrogant kid, don't die like 

this, OK? 

 

I'm ready to marry your daughter, you go to die! 

 

Son of a bitch! 

 

Let down the enthusiasm of the owner's investment, and ruin the Dragon Nest, so many 10,000-year 

soul dragon grass! 

 

If it weren't for the elder of the family to hide in the void, the owner of the family would be ready to run 

away. Who knows that the old **** of the soul clan can't do it to you, will he do it to me? 

 

I brought you here! 

 

That bastard, it's very possible to trouble me! 

 

Bei Gong Hongtian took a look at the old soul clan soul death, and stood straight, his eyes darkened to 

the extreme, and he immediately felt that the sky was darkening. 

 

The soul is dead, the seventeenth elder of the soul clan! 

 

If it weren't for the contract issue, I'm afraid it would have been killed, and now I guess my lungs are 

exploding. 

 

... 

 



"Ye Chen, this little beast!" 

 

"Kill, some wasted!" Hun Miesheng's eyes were extremely cloudy, his fists clenched tightly, and his teeth 

gritted: "We should tear down the bones, eat the flesh, drink the blood, and use fire to forge his soul for 

a thousand years, no, Ten thousand years!" 

 

"The eight great gods are listening!" 

 

He roared out hysterically, slapped the table with a sudden slap, and instantly patted the red 

sandalwood wooden table into powder, and shouted again: "All Soul Race people follow the order, enter 

the Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon Formation, and search for Ye Chen's body!" 

 

"This elder is going to frustrate his bones!" 

 

"More than  search for his remnant thoughts, broken soul power!" 

 

"This elder will never let him go, never!" 

 

The soul has been guarding this important place for ten thousand years. I just waited for the past few 

years to fully mature after this batch of Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon Grass, and then picked it and 

handed it to the main hall. It might be healed because of merit. The injury can be resolved and the peak 

combat power of the past can be restored! 

 

but! 

 

All this is ruined! 

 

They are all this beast named Ye Chen! 

 

Even if you only have a bone and a drop of blood, the death of soul will not make Ye Chen feel better! 

 



"Yes, elder!" 

 

"I'll leave soon!" 

 

Eight gods rose to the sky! 

 

Hundreds of Hunyuan realm protectors also soared to the sky, and followed the eight gods to set off 

together with great momentum, to search for Ye Chen's bones! 

Chapter 1588: A realm of crisis! 

 

At this moment, the world changed, and a golden token tore through the void, which contained a 

powerful force of existence! 

 

It's the communication token of Elder Soul Sky, and the tearing void is here! 

 

Shattering! ! 

 

Wow! 

 

The golden token glowed with a luster that shook heaven and earth, and a phantom appeared, like Elder 

Soul Heaven! 

 

The virtual image of the Elder Soul and Heaven is like an emperor, and he announced: "The soul is 

extinct, mobilize your warriors to punish the young people in the formation with all your strength. If you 

can't punish them, you will besieged and reported to the elder!" 

 

One voice! 

 

Tiandi was shocked, and many people stared at the phantom of Elder Huntian, with an unbelievable 

look! 

 



Ye Chen is not dead? 

 

how is this possible? 

 

The Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon exploded with the power left by the Elder Soul and Heaven, that was 

the power that could punish the great power of the creation realm, could it actually kill Ye Chen? 

 

Want us to do our best to siege Ye Chen? 

 

If you can't kill, you will be besieged, waiting for the people of Elder Soul and Heaven to come? 

 

Ye Chen? 

 

Isn't it the nine-layer heaven of God? 

 

Is it the Ninth Heaven of Hedao Realm? So that the aloof Elder Soul and Heaven spoke in person! 

 

"Five Elders?" 

 

"Really?" asked the old soul of the growth! 

 

"Naturally it is true. If it is false, what would the old man want you to do?" Elder Soul Sky was a little 

displeased, saying: "This time the destruction of Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon Grass, this elder can 

ignore your fault, but You must take Ye Chen to this elder!" 

 

"Once arrested, this elder will personally come and receive it!" 

 

"By then, maybe I can give you some medicine to cure the foundation of the avenue!" 

 

When I heard the words of the elixir that can get the foundation of the healing avenue! 



 

The whole person in Soul Miesheng was excited, and finally waited! 

 

Five hundred years! 

 

It has been severely injured for five hundred years, and it has never been better. I thought that hope 

was broken, but I didn't expect to have it again! 

 

Immediately after that, he shouted angrily: "The eight great gods, one hundred and seventy martial 

artists of the Primal Mixed Realm, are all besieged outside the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon Formation, 

waiting for Ye Chen to come out, and then grab them!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Many soul clan warriors listened to orders one after another, opened their formations, waited for Ye 

Chen to come out, and immediately arrested them! 

 

The elder of the main hall is speaking! 

 

Caught Ye Chen! 

 

The ancestors can get treasures, and they can also get some rewards! 

 

The ancestors ate meat, they would also have some soup! 

 

Furthermore, this **** killed Ye Chen, who caused so many of us who had entered the divine realm to 

die under the hands of Qingjian Xianzun. Today, he must be arrested and sent to the main hall for death! 

 



Lingyun Xianzun and Beigong Hongtian, as well as several Beigong elders secretly, heard the dialogue 

between Soul Mishang and Soul Heaven, their expressions were shocked! 

 

"Ye Chen is not dead?" 

 

"not dead?" 

 

Bei Gong Hongtian didn't know whether he was happy or sad, but he cheered up for a while, and the 

sense of decay suddenly disappeared! 

 

Ye Chen is not dead, he must have his hole cards! 

 

Maybe you can escape this time? 

 

Maybe, there happened to be the elder Jianzun of the Ten Thousand Sword Emperor's Palace as the 

guardian? 

 

If you don't team up this time, you will regret it for a lifetime! 

 

At this moment, Beigong Hongtian was completely ready to stand in line with Ye Chen! 

 

Lingyun Immortal Venerable didn't react for a while, and said to himself: "The old soul of the soul, let 

the soul kill Ye Chen? Why, some of Ye Chen's secrets have been exposed? Why didn't he come by 

himself?" 

 

"fear me?" 

 

"No, the Soul Palace is not afraid of my Lingxian Emperor Palace?" 

 

"What is the old guy thinking?" 



 

Compared with Beigong Hongtian's joy and shock, Lingyun Xianzun is more puzzled! 

 

A Soul Heaven at the peak of the Ninth-tier Heaven of Good Fortune Realm, who obviously hated Ye 

Chen who had broken the formation, did not do it himself, but instead let his subordinates take action. 

Is there a problem? 

 

It's impossible! 

 

Ye Chen, this kid, are not the only people behind Kunlun Xu? 

 

Those old things from Wanjian Emperor's Palace have also come? 

 

Soul Tian is ready to accumulate strength to deal with those old guys? 

 

At the same time as she was guessing, the outermost periphery of the Ten Thousand Years Soul Dragon 

Array burst out a series of attacks. The huge formation, covering the sky and covering the sun, actually 

burst completely under the attack! 

 

Among them, a young warrior wearing a Hunyuan fairy armor, holding a divine sword, walked out 

slowly, facing hundreds of powerful enemies without fear, just like an ancient **** of war, no matter 

how many and how strong the enemy is, he will die. In his hands! 

 

"Ye Chen, really not dead!" 

 

"not dead!" 

 

Both Lingyun Xianzun and Beigong Hongtian were a little surprised, and finally saw Ye Chen come out 

alive, and most of their thoughts in their hearts were proved! 

 

Suddenly, the soul dies out from the sky, brandishing a knife and pointing at Ye Chen, angrily said: "You 

little beast, dare to destroy the foundation of my soul race, today the deity will kill you, if you obey, then 



Throwing down the weapon and self-defeating the cultivation base, you can still avoid some skin and 

flesh suffering!" 

 

"You want to do it?" 

 

"Old stuff, you do it, I just want to see you do it!" 

 

Ye Chen waved his sword and pointed at the soul, his voice was cold, his eyes swept over the soul race 

people in front of him, and laughed: "I want to destroy this soul race land. It's not a day or two. When 

the sky thunder slashed and killed, I killed the people here, which also suits my heart!" 

 

contract! 

 

The contract of the ancient blood demon saint! 

 

The most powerful Supreme Void Realm powerhouse of that era, self-proclaimed the horrible existence 

of the Blood Demon Saint, the pinnacle figure of the Demon Dao who once ruled the Lingwu Continent 

hundreds of thousands of years ago, and created multiple laws and multiple special avenues, including 

destruction The Law and the Law of Annihilation were also created by him, and even the hemorrhage 

demon contract was created, but later he encountered a top existence from Jiuyou! 

 

The two Supreme Void Realm canonized powerhouses have been fighting for more than ten years 

before they have decided the victory or defeat! 

 

Since then, the Blood Demon Saint has not appeared in the Lingwu Continent, and the magic way has 

weakened, but the many laws he created, the power of the avenue, and the Blood Demon contract have 

been recognized by the heaven and the avenues of the Lingwu Continent, and have been passed down 

to this day! 

 

Gorefiend Saint Contract! 

 

It's the contract retained by the power of the demon saint, guaranteeing that those who breach the 

contract will be bombarded and killed! 



 

But in fact, after so many years, the power of the blood demon saint has long been exhausted, but the 

power of heaven is maintaining it! 

 

Even if the Martial Artist of the Sealed Door Realm who is titled True God violates the Gorefiend 

Contract, he will be transformed by the Heavenly Dao power and killed by the thunder! 

 

Therefore, Ye Chen is not afraid of the death of the soul! 

 

What if you are a strong creature of good fortune? 

 

What can you do with me? 

 

Do you dare to do it I don't need to do it, you will die under the thunder! 

 

And you, the land of the soul race, will also be slaughtered by me! 

 

This is Ye Chen's confidence! 

 

"Shall I do it?" 

 

"Hahaha!" 

 

"Insidious and cunning kid, you are vicious, you are amazing!" 

 

"This elder doesn't do anything!" Soul Miesheng almost gritted his teeth and said this, but he waved his 

hand and said: "The eight gods, as well as other Hunyuan realm, God King realm guardian, etc., all shot 

and killed Ye Chen for me. !" 

 

"Ye Chen is not dead!" 



 

"You die!" 

 

The words that shook the world came out! 

 

The whole soul clan powerhouse was excited, and a large number of powerhouses immediately took 

action, various fairy weapons flew out, even covering the sky! 

Chapter 1589: Bloody cold body! Evil blood spirit body! 

 

Hundreds of Divine King Realm! 

 

Hundreds of mixed origins! 

 

Eight Hedao Realm! 

 

So many, so powerful warriors shot! 

 

Even the warriors in the early stage of Hedao Realm will be bombarded in an instant! 

 

"Seven Masters!" 

 

"Help me!" 

 

Ye Chen shook his arms, and a lot of power came out of his body, coming from the three great gods and 

the ice sword immortal! 

 

The dozens and hundreds of divine king artifacts that have been stored before are released! 

 

boom! ! 



 

Bang bang bang! ! ! 

 

Thousands of weapons collided together! 

 

The aftermath alone has severely damaged many soul clan warriors! 

 

Ye Chen personally fought out, comparable to the combat power in the middle stage of the Hedao 

Realm. He swung the Divine Sword Sword and killed 17 God King Realm Soul Clan warriors with one 

sword, and then kicked two Hunyuan Realm layers of heaven. Guardian of the Soul Race! 

 

Immediately afterwards, Ye Chen avoided the attacks of the eight soul clan gods and turned his head to 

kill those warriors of the **** king realm! 

 

Bang bang bang! ! 

 

Boom! ! 

 

In the sky one by one the king's way of God bursts! 

 

It means the fall of the warriors of the **** king realm! 

 

now! The sound of the divine king's road cracking in the sky, one after another, a large number of soul 

race divine king realm warriors died tragically! 

 

Ye Chen is invincible in the same realm, and has advanced to the Divine King Realm! 

 

No matter how strong or against the sky, the martial artist of the Divine King Realm will not survive a 

single move under his hands! 

 



"Ah, kill!" 

 

"God King Realm retreat!" 

 

"The Hunyuan Realm is on the edge, form a battle to kill Ye Chen!" 

 

"Ending...I'm waiting for the main force!" 

 

The eight gods roared hoarsely, at their speed, they couldn't catch up with Ye Chen, they could only 

watch Ye Chen slaughter those warriors in the **** king realm! 

 

God King Realm! 

 

Can be the existence of the lord of a city! 

 

Even in this land of the soul race, there are a few strong men. Among them, more than half of them are 

Tianjiao martial artists. In the future, they can advance to the Hunyuan realm, and even the geniuses of 

the Dao realm. At this moment, a large number of geniuses die at their same age. Chen hands! 

 

I can see that the hearts of the eight gods are bleeding! 

 

What the **** is this monster? 

 

At the peak of the gods? 

 

The early stage of God King Realm? 

 

Fuck! 

 

When did the **** realm of Lingwu Continent become so strong! 



 

………… 

 

at the same time. 

 

Kunlun deficiency, Absolute Cold Sect, Wannian cold land. 

 

The endless cold seems to have turned this forbidden place that had not been opened for thousands of 

years into a dead place. 

 

Ever since Mr. Jingshui held the genius contest, the Sect of Absolute Frost welcomed the saint who had 

been waiting for a thousand years, and there was no more movement. 

 

Even if Kunlun Xu confronted the blood spirit race that came suddenly, even if countless sects became 

part of the Palace of Light, even if Ye Chen became the well-deserved Lord of Kunlun Xu. 

 

The Absolute Frost Sect is still silent. 

 

It is like an isolated sect, completely indifferent to everything outside. 

 

Outside the Ten Thousand Years of Cold Land, the faces of several elders of the Extreme Cold Sect with 

terrifying aura were covered with sweat and tension. 

 

An old man in a red robe held a jade order and paced back and forth. After a long time, he stopped, 

looked at another immortal old man, and said: "Old ancestor, you really think the saint can get out 

Kunlun Xu, the supreme avenue of the Absolute Frost Sect?" 

 

The ancestor of the Extreme Frost Sect took a deep look at the closed Shimen, and said: "We have 

waited for the saint for a full thousand years. The Saint has a rare **** cold body in the world, which is 

the only hope of our Sect." 

 



"Everyone knows that the **** cold body is one of the top ten evil bodies, but they don't know that the 

cold **** body can also be awakened!" 

 

"Once awakened, the evil blood cold body can become the evil blood spirit body that shocked countless 

powerful people in the ancient times!" 

 

"You need to know that the evil blood spirit body, even in the Lingwu continent, is considered a top 

bloodline!!!" 

 

Speaking of this, the ancestor of the Absolute Frost Sect broke out with a strong momentum, and his 

eyes seemed to be suddenly revealed in dusty history! 

 

"All the sects of Kunlun Xu think that my Absolute Frost Sect does not like to communicate with people, 

and they all think that the human nature of my Absolute Frost Sect is high and cold! They do not know 

where the background of my Absolute Frost Sect comes from!" 

 

"My Absolute Cold Sect does not belong to Kunlun Xu, but from Lingwu Continent!" 

 

"The Absolute Cold Imperial Palace was once the top sect of Lingwu Continent! If it weren't for those 

beasts, how could my Absolute Cold Imperial Palace fall here!" Qixiang Village 

 

As soon as the words came out, a icy cold air pierced the bodies of many elders like a long sword. 

 

Many elders spit out blood. 

 

Even the old man in the red robe can't bear the strength of this ancestor! 

 

"Old ancestor... stop now... I..." 

 

The old man in red said with difficulty. 

 



In the next moment, the ancestor of the Absolute Frost Sect noticed something, and then reduced his 

momentum, and everyone exhaled. 

 

The prestige of the ancestors is too terrifying. 

 

The ancestor of the Extreme Frost Sect shook his head and continued: "Our Frost Emperor Palace is 

staying here, just to wait for someone with a **** spirit body." 

 

"As long as the saint awakens the evil spirit body today, she will be able to set foot on the Lingwu 

Continent and rebuild the glory of the Absolute Frost Imperial Palace!" 

 

"I don't know what the saint is doing now, the energy of the Ten Thousand Years Cold Land should be 

enough..." 

 

At this moment, in the cold land for thousands of years. 

 

A beautiful girl was sitting cross-legged on a quaint mysterious ice. 

 

Countless runes surged on Xuanbing. 

 

The girl's long black hair was covered with frost, her hair curled up, and the ice crystal jade hairpin was 

just right. 

 

The crystal-clear bead ornaments trembled and swayed between the temples, the beauty to the 

extreme. 

 

The girl's eyes were like water, with frost-like coldness, as if she could see through everything. 

 

He was dressed in white, gently wrapped with a pink ribbon, suddenly showing his graceful figure and 

amorous feelings. 

 



I only felt that there seemed to be a light haze behind her, she was really not a person in the world and 

could not be profaned. 

 

The only thing that doesn't fit is a broken stone hanging from the girl's waist. 

 

There is no ban on the stone, but the girl is well protected. 

 

If Ye Chen were here, he would surely be horrified to discover that this stone was originally given to Wei 

Ying to suppress the existence of the Shaxie Cold Body. 

 

And this beautiful girl is naturally the beautiful teacher of the Beijing Normal University, and even Wei 

Ying, who was brought into the Extreme Cold Sect by him! 

 

In an instant, the profound ice shattered, and an extremely strong momentum surged across the space. 

 

Wei Ying opened her eyes, and countless ancient runes poured into her body. 

 

Her pupils glowed with faint blue light, full of endless magic. 

 

"Heaven is the way, escape into the cold palace, awaken the spirit body with blood as a sacrifice!" 

 

Wei Ying Zhu's lips opened slightly, and her body suddenly floated, and a trace of pain spread 

throughout her body! 

 

But she still clenched her teeth. 

 

She knows what she is going to do! 

 

Awakening the evil spirit body is her greatest opportunity! 

 



"bump!" 

 

A violent vibration spread throughout the Absolute Frost Sect! 

 

Like an earthquake! 

 

At the same time  a pillar of light that shines straight into the sky! 

 

Countless experts in Kunlun's virtual retreat opened their eyes! 

 

Even Han Yun and Ye Lingtian, who were thousands of miles away, had noticed something! 

 

Their eyes were filled with deep horror. 

 

"Who is this... Except for the Lord, there are people who can burst into such a vision!" 

 

"Check it out for me!" 

 

"The lord has left Kunlun Xu for too long, Kunlun Xu must not have an accident because of me, Han 

Yun!" 

 

"This breath doesn't seem to belong to Kunlun Xu, it makes me feel the threat of death!" 

 

"Who is it!" 

 

... 

Chapter 1590: Death-hunting 

 

After a long time, the beam of light disappeared. 



 

However, the forbidden area of the Absolute Frost Sect completely collapsed. 

 

The ancestor of the Cold Sect trembled, and she couldn't believe it. 

 

Did the only hope fail? 

 

Does the Absolute Frost Palace really dissipate between heaven and earth? 

 

The legend of Lingwu Continent is no longer? 

 

On this matter, the endless gravel trembling slightly. 

 

In the next second, the gravel was pushed away by an invisible force and turned into powder. 

 

Then, in the sight of everyone, a beautiful girl appeared. 

 

The girl's cold eyebrows are cut like a knife, with a trace of temperament that seems to come from 

outside the sky. 

 

Step by step towards everyone. 

 

The eyes of the ancestor of the Extreme Cold Sect gradually soaked, "Pump!", the aloof ancestor, who 

was once famous in the Lingwu Continent, actually knelt in front of a young girl. 

 

"See Palace Master!" 

 

The countless elders of the Extreme Cold Sect were petrified on the spot! 

 



The ancestor actually knelt down! 

 

Kneel down to a saint! 

 

The next moment, a wave of coercion surged, and everyone knelt down! 

 

The eyes are full of surrender. 

 

They have no choice! 

 

The ancestor of the Extreme Frost Sect choked with sobs, as if exhausting all his strength to shout: 

"Extreme Frost Imperial Palace, the supreme palace lord! Dominate the world, prestige in all directions; 

youth is forever, immortal." 

 

"Dominate the world, prestige in all directions; youth stays forever, immortal." 

 

... 

 

A burst of sound drowned everything, but Wei Ying didn't pay attention at all. 

 

With a slight movement of her slender jade hand, the jade ling in the hands of the ancestor of the Cold 

Sect arrived in her hand. 

 

A smile was drawn at the corner of her mouth, her eyes looked towards Lingcheng, and she murmured: 

"My Absolute Frost Emperor Palace has been ups and downs for too long, so I should let those people in 

Lingwu Continent know that we are back." 

 

"Lingwu Continent, your nightmare is back!" 

 

The smile narrowed, but a touch of tenderness appeared suddenly. 



 

Wei Ying's eyes were extremely complicated, and she said, "Also, that guy should be in Lingwu 

Continent." 

 

"Boy, if you haven't come to me for so long, have you forgotten that period of neighboring years at 

Beijing Normal University?" 

 

... 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen naturally didn't know what happened in the Absolute Frost Sect. 

 

Although he sometimes wanted to go to Wei Ying, but since Xilongchi, Wei Ying seems to have 

evaporated. 

 

Coupled with the disappearance of the Blood Spirit Race and Ji Siqing, Ye Chen naturally put down his 

plan to find Wei Ying. 

 

Right now, Ye Chen is perilous, and the only thing he has to do is to force a **** road! 

 

On the ground and in the air, hundreds of soul clan warriors participated in the battle, and the battle 

area seemed very small for a while! 

 

Ye Chen's body is extremely fast, and non-combined Dao-level martial artists can't beat him. Once the 

combined Dao-level gods explode with all their strength, it may even affect the martial artists of the soul 

race, so that the eight gods dare not make full moves! 

 

Can only call the warriors of the God King Realm to retreat! 

 

Hunyuan realm can only be on the edge! 

 

Whizzing! ! 



 

boom! ! 

 

Two sword auras, a sword gang leaped forward! 

 

Hit Ye Chen's chest directly, like a giant hammer, knocking Ye Chen away! 

 

boom! 

 

Ye Chen smashed a big hole on the ground, and the three gods made the move! 

 

"Eight Hedao Realm!" 

 

"One first-tier sky, two second-tier sky, two third-tier sky!" 

 

"There are two fourth-tier heavens, one fifth-tier heaven!" Ye Chen glanced at the eight gods, and 

immediately said: "The three masters took action to help me block some martial arts in the realm of 

harmony, and I personally punish the gods. The one in the fifth-level heaven!" 

 

Whoosh whoosh! ! 

 

Three golden lights skyrocketed! 

 

The Sunlight Buddha, Moonlight Buddha, and Medicine Buddha were killed from the Samsara cemetery, 

holding the Devil Pestle, and directly stopped the seven martial artists of the same Dao state! 

 

Lingyun Immortal Venerable and the ancestors of the Soul Race were slightly startled when they saw the 

three terrifying gods and Buddhas that suddenly appeared. 

 

They have never discovered that there are strong ones hiding in them! 



 

Logically speaking, the existence of such a breath cannot escape their divine consciousness at all! 

 

However, reality slapped them severely! 

 

Are these three people helping Ye Chen? 

 

An ant from the garbage world still has this background! 

 

how is this possible! 

 

Among the three, only Bei Gong Hongtian understood something. 

 

After all, the Golden Buddha Tantra is above the boundary of his Beigong family. 

 

However, there is still a doubt in his heart. According to legend, the Golden Buddha has fallen, and the 

Golden Buddha's character is aloof. They have no connection with Ye Chen at all. Why should they help 

Ye Chen? 

 

At the same moment, Ye Chen and the three gods and Buddhas and the strong soul clan were fighting! 

 

The three gods and buddhas are just worthy of falling wind! 

 

Looks like! 

 

Can carry it for a while! 

 

Ye Chen stared at the Soul Race God Sovereign of the Fifth Floor of the Combination Dao Realm, and 

said: "I use my trump cards, and I have always gained a lot. You are the land of the Soul Race, I will die!" 

 



"Hahaha!" 

 

"Boy, your realm is not low!" 

 

"It should be the third level of the God King Realm!" 

 

The Qing-robed **** with a disdainful face, he kept pinching his seal to attack Ye Chen, and smashing 

the space of 10,000 meters, destroying most of the soul clan buildings, but he smiled and said: "Just as 

you can kill people across the border, just as you can. Give full play to the combat power of the three 

layers of the Hedao Realm!" 

 

"so what!!" 

 

"You will eventually die. You must have used a lot of power to kill the Heaven and Earth Soul Dragon!" 

 

"The current me is enough to kill you!" 

 

"Little beast, I advise you to accept your fate!" 

 

"The gap between you and me is too big!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, he slashed fiercely, and his whole body was covered with endless soul power! 

 

He not only controlled Ye Chen with his soul, but also tore the space and swallowed Ye Chen with the 

sword intention! 

 

Ye Chen's realm was still too low after all! 

 

I wanted to contend, but I found that the violent sword intent directly repelled him 100 meters! 

 



"It seems that the **** of the soul race is really not weak!" 

 

As soon as the words fell, Qingpao God Sovereign had appeared beside Ye Chen. 

 

Qingpao God Lord dare not be careless! 

 

After all, the heaven and earth soul dragon of the elder of the soul hall fell into the hands of this kid! 

 

Too bad! 

 

He slashed out thousands of knives, the knives were deadly, and each knife had the power to kill the late 

stage of the Hunyuan realm! 

 

Mid air! 

 

Ye Chen barely resisted, but the strength on his body faded quickly, and couldn't help but say: "Four 

masters, give me some more strength!" 

 

However, an angry and old voice sounded. 

 

"No need!" 

 

"Apprentice, you are naturally gifted  but the training time is too short, and the understanding of Tao is 

not enough!" 

 

"Today, these despicable villains of the soul race, bullying you so much, I really can't stand it as a 

teacher!" 

 

"Come, borrow your body for a use!" 

 



Xiaoyao God stopped the other three people and suddenly entered Ye Chen's body! 

 

The power of Divine Sense enters Ye Chen's body, which means Divine Sense consumes power faster! 

 

Xiaoyao Shenjun didn't want his disciples to be so humiliated in Lingwu Continent! 

 

Even if you pay a great price, let this group of people regret facing their apprentices! 

 

Ye Chen closed his eyes silently. 

 

As if not caring about everything around. 

 

This is simply absurd to everyone! 

 

You know, closing your eyes in battle is undoubtedly an act of seeking death! 

 


